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Secular stagnation?

Supply factors: regulation, globalisation and ICT�
structural reforms

Summers: 
“our economy is constrained by lack of demand rather than lack of
supply”

“measures that raised supply could have the perverse effect of 
magnifying deflationary pressures”

Investment may equal full-employment savings only at negative real 
interest rates � monetary policy impotent, government spending is 
advocated to restart and sustain growth 



Income distribution

• Absent from Summer’s analysis of the causes leading to the lack of 
demand is the increase in inequality 

• Support to this point of view has come from unexpected quarters:
• (IMF 2014)
• Central bankers (though not yet Draghi?)
• Chair of US FED Yellen has argued that 

fast-rising wages, viewed for decades as an inflationary red flag 
and a reason to hike rates, should instead be welcomed, at least 
for now

• Echoing another Central Banker: Marriner Eccles (1932-48)



And of course … finance follows

Wall Street has become obsessed with a simple, easy-to-understand 
measure of American household health.
•“The key focus area is wages…”

Credit Suisse equity analysts, Aug. 13
•“Market participants are scouring a number of wage indicators to assess the 
outlook for wage growth…”

RBS economic analysts, Aug. 15

•“…the average employed worker’s real wages are going nowhere.”
Credit Suisse fixed-income analysts, Aug. 14

•“Our attention is on other leading indicators of wage growth.”

Morgan Stanley economic analysts, Aug. 8



Income distribution and demand

Demand-led growth
•The dynamic of demand affects the level of output in the short and in 
the long run, through its influence on the creation of productive capacity 
(Vianello, 1985). 
•A lower creation of productive capacity prevents insufficient demand 
from resulting in a sizeable and persistent under-utilization of capacity, 
thus covering up the tracks of the lost production (Garegnani 1992) . 
•Implications for the Fiscal compact:

by reducing the rate of growth of potential output, insufficient demand 
can impact on the indicators of fiscal sustainability, as far as the 
reduction in estimates of potential output reduces the output gap, and 
hence the estimate of the structural deficit



The dual nature of wages

• Wage as a cost of production as well as a 
source of demand

• A higher real wage increases consumption but reduces investment,
in so far as investment depends on the profit margin (Bhaduri and 
Marglin 1990)

• (there are other possible effects: higher wages may encourage 
rationalization and L-saving technologies, or improve work quality 
and increase productivity, etc.)

• wage-led and profit-led demand regimes, 
when an increase in the wage share leads to an increase in 

aggregate demand in the short run, and viceversa



Exorcisms

• The negative effects on growth of a 
decreasing wage share can be 
neutralised by two channels:

• Exports

• Debt



Export-led growth

• Mainstream economics. Wage only as a cost: a decline in wage will 
increase competitiveness, thus increasing demand 

• If changes in wages affect consumption, the net result on demand is 
no longer obvious.

• Wage-led regime: if the overall effect on demand of an increase in 
wages is positive (the positive effect on C is higher than the negative 
effect on I and net X)

• Profit-led regime: in the contrary case
• Empirical studies: large open economies are in general wage-led 

(including Germany) (Onaran and Galanis 2012)
• Systemic effect: beggar thy neighbour policies: the overall effect is 

negative for all
• Globalisation may reduce the likelihood of a wage-led regime



Debt-led growth

Finance and credit can play a double role: 
they can affect income distribution directly, and
they can neutralize this effect on demand by granting credit. 

The debt and wealth effects created by the financially-driven high-tech 
and construction bubbles did have a positive, though temporary, 
influence on activity levels and hence on investment (Barba and Pivetti 
2012).



Two symbiotic growth models

International financial deregulation has given rise to two symbiotic 
growth models: an export-led model (with capital outflows) and a debt-
led growth model (with foreign capital inflows)
•Stock and property markets bubbles are initiated and sustained by 
bubbles in the supply of credit. 
•The liberalization of capital flows helps further feeding the bubble. 
•In debtor countries booming sectors attract capital inflows thereby 
financing the current account deficits. Export-led countries run current 
account surpluses and net capital outflows.



Debt-led growth versus export-led 
growth 

Debt-led Export-led

Centre US,  UK Germany, Japan

Spain, Greece
Periphery Ireland, Italy, China

Portugal

Source: Stockhammer 2011 (amended)



The euro area

• Since the adoption of the euro, the member states have followed 
different growth strategies: 
- some countries in the periphery have adopted a debt-led growth, 
- the core an export-led growth. 

• If the export-led country is wage-led, as it is maintained to be in the 
case of Germany, wage moderation requires ever stronger export 
stimulus to support growth. This entails increasing deficits in those 
countries which grow based on debt-led consumption. This 
precarious “equilibrium” can continue only until the core countries 
are willing to supply liquidity to the debtor countries. As soon as this 
fails debtor countries must adjust. 



Two options

- Surplus countries to act as locomotive, or
- debtor countries to resort to internal devaluations.
•Germany: given wage moderation, domestically-originated growth is 
limited: Germany acts more as a transmitter of global (and eurozone) 
trade impulses, 
•Peripheral countries are more sensitive to domestic demand variations 
(Garbellini et al. 2014), thus vulnerable to austerity measures. Thus:
•Internal devaluation (to transform a wage-led regime into an export-led 
regime) is doomed to fail. 
•Systemic effects: Eurozone as a relatively closed economy: negative 
domestic effects still dominant over export (competitive devaluation)



Can the system only grow through 
bubbles?

• Increasingly unequal income distribution + Globalisation are 
weakening the wage-led demand regimes

• Increased concentration of wealth in search of ever more complex
financial instruments � deregulation of finance, which in turn

• Guarantees the transfer of export-led countries’ surpluses to finance 
the debt-led countries’ deficits

• Monetary policy stuck at the zero-bound interest rates
• Fiscal policy banned 

• Bubbles become the only way to grow



Bubbles: inevitable… and good?

• Bubbles differ from one another, but all create discontinuities, 
disproportions, disequilibria, structural transformation

• The bust triggers an intense process of restructuring and destruction 
• After the bubble bursts, economy and society are no longer the 

same 
• Busts differ from one another: policies can affect the different ways 

of deployment and the severity of the balance sheets re-equilibrium 
(Koo 2011)



Deleveraging and inequality

Two ways by which the burst of the bubble affects 
negatively demand:
•Balance sheet recession (Koo 2011): reduction in 
spending to repair balance sheet (Fisher, Keynes, Minsky)
•Concentration of wealth and worsening of inequality and 
poverty



Creative destruction?

Positive short and long run effects on demand?
•Multiplier/propagation effects: consumption and fiscal 
linkages (Hirschman 1977)
•Impact on innovation: dynamic economies of scale and 
demand-pull innovation;
•Interaction between demand and supply activation: inputs 
and capital goods producers and labour supply
•Social innovation and awakening (Spain, Ireland vs. Italy –
and Portugal?) 



How did Spain’s bubble change the 
economy?

• Impact of the construction and real estate industry on all economic activity 

• boosted employment and tax revenues: each direct job generated in the 
construction–real estate block is matched by almost one other job in other 
sectors (Bielsa and Duarte 2011)

• This estimate does not account for the income multiplier effects generated 
throughout the economy by the huge creation of (direct and indirect) 
employment. 

• direct import content of construction low (but high import content of 
consumption and capital goods). Higher imports can spur import-
substituting domestic production?

• up-grading and innovation effects in the production of inputs and machinery, 
e.g. ceramic tiles

• Fiscal effects: lessen the constraints to an active industrial policy 

• transformation of the Spanish society: youth, women, rights



Conditions

Whether the change involves creative destruction or plain destruction 
depends on various factors, such as
•the sectors involved and its impact on the rest of the economy through 
multiplier/propagation effects; 
•The policies implemented in the boom to “govern” the transformations 
•the policies implemented in its aftermath to overcome the recessionary 
consequences of de-leveraging (e.g., measures to accommodate 
debts, bankruptcies laws)
•macroeconomic policies, domestic and international (austerity policies 
are likely to have wrecked any “creative destruction” that might have 
been produced)



Italy: restructuring without growth
Two decades of stagnation
•Domestic demand. The process of innovation and product upgrading has not 
been supported by an adequate expansion of the domestic market. Low 
wages� stagnation in consumption,  Increase in efficiency� Destruction of 
potential capacity

•Micro-led process, without a macro framework
•North-south divide: 1/3 of population and ¼ of GDP

Incompleteness of the value chains: demand feeds imports from the 
North

•The legacy of the debt: balance sheet recession (IMF 2014)



Bubbles vs policy: a strategy for growth

Income distribution affects growth. 
With a falling wage share (and monetary policy powerless), there are 
only two ways out of stagnation:
•Bubbles
•Fiscal policy
Bubbles may provide a temporary support to demand, but their long-run 
effects may be very costly. 
Failing better alternatives, however, they could provide an occasion for 
growth, that must be shrewdly governed.
Fair income distribution and fiscal policy (i.e., industrial policy and 
governance) remain essential for long-term growth.


